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With nearly two quarters of 2021 in the books, we continue to

Property

see a challenging market environment for financial institutions.

Natural disasters and catastrophic losses remain a key driver for

Across most coverage lines, insureds are experiencing a rise in rates

the property market. The rise in “unmodeled” losses (such as the

with no one single event as a driving factor, but rather, multiple

Midwest derecho and Winter Storm Uri in Texas) continue to impact

forces contributing to premium increases. These elements vary

the industry as a whole. Financial institutions with large, standalone

a bit within a given coverage line, but ultimately are propelled by

property placements are seeing this in the form of increased rates

issues consistent among insurers: COVID-19 losses, social inflation,

and restricted capacity at renewal.

natural disasters, cyber threats and more. Compounding the matter

• 2020 was the most active Atlantic hurricane season on record
with 30 named storms, according to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.

is the insurance industry’s inability to offset these results through
investment income, as a result of a continued low interest
rate environment.

• The continuation of “unmodeled” risks continued to plague
the property marketplace (e.g. wildfires in California).

Due to the nature of the aforementioned influences on the market,

• Carriers scrutinizing client’s statement of values, demanding
in many cases that values be raised.

the likes of which don’t dissipate quickly, it is unlikely we’ll see a
turnaround in the market in the near term. Expectations are that this

• The changes in coverage terms and conditions in the property
marketplace remain significant. Increasing deductibles, shrinking
sublimits—especially in catastrophic exposed geographies (CAT)—
and carriers’ conservative limit deployment have led to less
favorable terms and conditions for clients.

firm market environment will persist for the remainder of 2021 and
into next year as well. Despite this ongoing upward trend, we have
seen some leveling off in rate increases in some areas; but, in
contrast, substantial upward change in others.
In this midyear report, we’ll examine these market dynamics more

• Some clients are buying less insurance (or taking on higher
retentions) to offset the rate increases.

closely for some of the major coverage lines, offering our insights

With so many unusual losses and claims in the past year, we’ve yet

into what financial institutions can expect throughout the renewal

to see what the full impact of those might be on the market.

process to help you prepare and position yourself for success.

Casualty
Primary general liability remains relatively stable with single digit to
low double digit increases, but rate continues to be the driving force
in the excess liability market. Financial institutions with large
umbrella towers are those likely to experience difficult market
conditions with both restricted capacity and increased premiums.
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Professional Liability/E&O
Through the second quarter of 2021, we continue to see rate
increases across the market for E&O/Professional Liability lines
for most verticals in the financial institutions space.
• Underwriters are pursuing increases in both rate and retention
for most risks, with well-performing clients seeing an average of
+10% to +30% change.
• Those percentages increase precipitously for those with stressed
balance sheets, open or recently paid claims, frequency of claims
and/or exposure to COVID-19.
• There are some variances in increases within the verticals for
financial institutions due to underwriting capacity or appetite
for a given segment, for example:

Directors & Officers Liability
Looking across all industries, the Directors & Officers Liability (D&O)

− In a market driven by an individual risk’s loss ratio,
the broker-dealer space continues to see price firming due
to stagnant capacity with carriers facing less competitive
pressure.

marketplace has been distressed for several quarters, with every
aspect impacted: premium, retention, capacity, attachment point
and terms and conditions. D&O renewals for financial institutions
are no exception, with publicly-traded companies bearing a tougher

− The asset management space is quite divided as to what
clients are experiencing with increases in the 5 to 15% range
for mutual funds, 10 to 30% for hedge funds and 10 to 50%
for private equity funds. Carrier appetite and claims are
driving factors here, as notably, claims against a private
equity fund and their employees following the bankruptcy
of a portfolio company continue to be one of the most likely,
high severity, claims in the sector, exacerbated by COVID-19.

burden than their privately-held counterparts.
• While financial institutions are on the proverbial “low end” of the
public company D&O market increases, premium in the +15% to
+35% range are ubiquitous for well-performing risks with no claims.
• For those with open or recently-paid claims, we are seeing greater
challenges, with premiums increasing at a sharper rate: +60% to
100% or more for primary policies.
• Policy retentions remain an area for concern. Most underwriters
are seeking increases, the steepest of which are for those with
a more difficult claims history or where a financial institution
previously enjoyed a lower retention than their peer group.

• Similar to the earlier comments on D&O coverage, there are some
areas to watch for constriction in terms — in breadth of coverage
for regulatory investigations as well as scope and limits for cost of
corrections coverage.

• Some carriers are still looking to reduce capacity, by cutting
back on limits and/or seeking higher attachment points.

Financial Institution Bond

• The market for Side A coverage remains somewhat more stable,
with increases in the +5% to +20% range, with exceptions for
distressed risks.

While we are not seeing the same acute increases in premium here

• There has been some stabilization in the market such as the sharp
upward trend we saw over the past several quarters has leveled
off for financial institutions, with fewer “shock” increases than
previously encountered.

loss that are so frequently equated with financial institutions in the

From a coverage standpoint, there is some constriction in the market
to consider:

the remote work environment may contribute to additional losses.

as in the D&O or cyber space, constant claim activity is translating to
consistent modest premium increases for (FI) bonds. The causes of
crime arena continue to drive the market: employee theft, social
engineering, funds transfer fraud among the leaders. There is a
concerted focus in the underwriting community on how COVID-19 and

• The significant work-from-home population continues to fuel
concerns around social engineering and fraud issues have also
become more prevalent. State and federal regulatory bodies have
put forth warnings about these schemes, and underwriters are
persistent in asking questions in an effort to quantify risk or at least
to capture the dynamics by client.

• Sublimits for shareholder derivative demand investigative
costs in the primary layer are being reduced and in some cases
removed entirely. Excess layers are also seeking reductions in
these sublimits, so it is important to carefully negotiate on the
primary/lower layers with the hope of preserving some coverage
up the tower.

• Over the past several months, a number of cases have been
announced related to the SBA Paycheck Protection Program (PPP),
and we will likely continue to see fraud arise in this respect, with
underwriters still yet to understand the potential impact to the
market.

• Reinstatement provisions in Side A DIC placements may
be reduced.
• For banks, it is important to note that those with regulatory orders
in place may see restrictions in regulatory coverage. These are
more prevalent than in the past few years, with some insurers
adding full exclusions and others sublimiting and including
defense-only coverage.

• Due to both uncertainty and caution in the market, financial
institutions who may have previously enjoyed a multi-year term
for their FI bond may find that option unavailable at renewal.
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Cyber Liability

• Assessing exposure to high profile breach events.

For the majority of its relatively short life, the cyber insurance market

• Spotlight on privacy compliance relative to various regulations
(GDPR, CCPA, etc.)

saw rapid expansion and nimbly evolved to meet changing cyber

• Stringent renewal process including more detailed applications,
supplemental applications and potential for an underwriting call.

threats. Cyber insurance buyers enjoyed expanding coverage terms,
plentiful capacity and flat to falling rates in a highly competitive
marketplace. With the rise in ransomware attacks across the U.S.

In Conclusion

and increases in carrier-reported losses, the cyber insurance market

As we come to the midpoint of 2021, COVID-19 continues to have

hit a never-before-seen inflection point in 2020.

meaningful impact on the U.S. and global economies, which in turn is
factoring into the challenges faced by financial institutions. This has

2020 began with the first real signs of a hardening market as the

continued to manifest itself in a variety of ways, including fluctuating

larger, more sophisticated risks in specific industry sectors became

global and domestic markets, increased fraud, greater loan loss

subject to greater underwriting scrutiny and ultimately increased

provisions, shuttered businesses, divergent investment strategies

premiums. In fact, even those clients with optimal data security

and more, depending on the segment of the financial industry

controls were seeing rate increases in the 25% to 50% range. Less

you consider.

attractive risks saw 100% and greater increases if they were offered
terms at all. That trend continued and accelerated into the latter half

Given the highly nuanced nature of the current market, it is

of 2020, and continues to be even more challenging in 2021.

imperative that you are working with an insurance broker who
specializes in financial institutions. Gallagher’s dedicated Financial

At present, for financial institutions, we are seeing a number of

Institutions practice has a vast network of specialists who

challenges relative to cyber liability:

understand your business, creating the best solutions in the

• Significant rate increases, which have consistently ticked upward
in the past several months. Currently, the average increase ranges
from +40% to more than 100%. Increases in policy retentions.

marketplace for your specific challenges.

• Reductions in coverage: some coverages sublimited or those with
sublimits are further reduced. Of particular note in this area is
Cyber Extortion coverage.
• Keen underwriting focus on controls: MFA (multifactor
authentication) is essential to obtaining carrier participation in your
cyber insurance program.
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